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Study objective: The pediatric Appendicitis Risk Calculator (pARC) is a validated clinical tool for assessing a child’s probability of
appendicitis. Our objective was to assess the performance of the pARC in community emergency departments (EDs) and to
compare its performance with that of the Pediatric Appendicitis Score (PAS).
Methods: We conducted a prospective validation study from October 1, 2016, to April 30, 2018, in 11 community EDs serving
general populations. Patients aged 5 to 20.9 years and with a chief complaint of abdominal pain and less than or equal to 5 days
of right-sided or diffuse abdominal pain were eligible for study enrollment. Our primary outcome was the presence or absence of
appendicitis within 7 days of the index visit. We reported performance characteristics and secondary outcomes by pARC risk
strata and compared the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves of the PAS and pARC.
Results: We enrolled 2,089 patients with a mean age of 12.4 years, 46% of whom were male patients. Appendicitis was
conﬁrmed in 353 patients (16.9%), of whom 55 (15.6%) had perforated appendixes. Fifty-four percent of patients had very low
(<5%) or low (5% to 14%) predicted risk, 43% had intermediate risk (15% to 84%), and 4% had high risk (85%). In the very-lowand low-risk groups, 1.4% and 3.0% of patients had appendicitis, respectively. The area under the ROC curve was 0.89 (95%
conﬁdence interval 0.87 to 0.92) for the pARC compared with 0.80 (95% conﬁdence interval 0.77 to 0.82) for the PAS.
Conclusion: The pARC accurately assessed appendicitis risk for children aged 5 years and older in community EDs and the pARC
outperformed the PAS. [Ann Emerg Med. 2019;-:1-10.]
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INTRODUCTION
Pathologic inﬂammation of the appendix—
appendicitis—is the most common surgical emergency in
children.1 Although treatment of appendicitis is effective,
making the diagnosis in children can be challenging.2-5
This diagnostic dilemma fuels practice variability and
potentially increases unnecessary imaging.6-10 Of speciﬁc
concern, increased use of computed tomography (CT)
scans exposes children to ionizing radiation and the
potential risk of future malignancies without adequate
evidence of improved appendicitis outcomes.11-15 High use
of CT is of particular concern in the community setting, in
which, in a 2008 to 2012 review of greater than 2,500
pediatric patients, more than half of patients who
underwent an appendectomy had a CT scan; and those in
general EDs were approximately 8 times more likely to
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undergo CT imaging than a child evaluated in a facility
with specialized pediatric resources.16 Ultrasonography use
shows promise and may mitigate overuse of CT, but its
performance is operator and facility dependent.17 Reliably
identifying a patient’s risk of appendicitis could improve
care and reduce unnecessary imaging, as well as associated
costs and complications. To this end, appendicitis risk
scores have been developed and studied.
The pediatric Appendicitis Risk Calculator (pARC) is one
such tool.18 Variables include sex, age, duration of pain,
guarding, pain migration, maximal tenderness in the right
lower quadrant, and absolute neutrophil count. The pARC
incorporates subtle and previously observed interactions by
age and sex in regard to appendicitis risk and uses absolute
neutrophil count on a continuous scale. Thus, the pARC
requires use of an online or electronic health record integrated
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Editor’s Capsule Summary

What is already known on this topic
Both the pediatric Appendicitis Risk Calculator
(pARC) and the Pediatric Appendicitis Score (PAS)
are validated clinical prediction rules for appendicitis,
but neither has been rigorously evaluated in
community emergency departments (EDs).
What question this study addressed
How does the pARC compare with the PAS for the
diagnosis of appendicitis?
What this study adds to our knowledge
In this prospective validation study conducted at 11
community EDs, the pARC was more accurate than
the PAS for appendicitis (area under the curve 0.89,
95% CI 0.87 to 0.92 versus 0.80, 95% CI 0.77 to
0.82).
How this is relevant to clinical practice
The pARC outperformed the PAS and could be used
to assist clinical decisionmaking for children with
suspected appendicitis who presented to a general
ED, although neither was tested against unstructured
clinical gestalt.

calculator, differing from integer-tally scores such as the
Alvarado or the Pediatric Appendicitis Score (PAS).19,20 In
its previous validation in an academic children’s hospital
cohort with a 35% baseline risk for appendicitis, the pARC
was able to accurately sort nearly half of patients into a
category of either low (<15%) or high (85%) probability
of appendicitis.18 This ability to discriminate high- and
low-risk strata is an improvement over other scores because
accurate classiﬁcation at either end of the risk spectrum
may obviate the need for imaging. Yet, like many pediatric
clinical decision tools, those for pediatric appendicitis have
rarely been studied in the community setting in which they
are most likely to be used.21,22 Validation in the setting in
which a tool is used is a core tenet of a robust decision
tool.22 The aims of the current study were to evaluate the
performance of pARC when used in a community
emergency department (ED) setting and to compare its
performance with that of the PAS.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Design and Setting
We conducted this multicenter, prospective,
observational cohort validation study of the pARC from
2 Annals of Emergency Medicine

October 1, 2016, to April 30, 2018, in 11 community EDs
serving general populations in Kaiser Permanente Northern
California. These study centers are a subset of a larger 17center cluster-randomized trial of electronic clinical decision
support to aid in the diagnostic evaluation of children with
acute abdominal pain. Kaiser Permanente Northern
California is an integrated health care delivery system that
provides comprehensive medical care for greater than 4
million members, who are representative of the ethnic and
socioeconomic diversity of the surrounding population.23 It
is a learning health care system with an applied research
agenda, and is supported by a comprehensive integrated
electronic health record (Epic, Verona, WI), which includes
inpatient, outpatient, emergency, pharmacy, laboratory, and
imaging data.24,25 The Kaiser Permanente Northern
California Institutional Review Board approved the study
with a waiver of informed consent.
The 2017 cumulative annual census of the 11
participating EDs was 793,000, with greater than 136,000
patients (17.2%) in our study aged 5 to 20.9 years (for facility
characteristics, see Table E1, available online at http://www.
annemergmed.com). None of these facilities are university
based, but 5 have academic emergency medicine afﬁliations
and 4 are referral centers for pediatric appendectomies.
Referral centers staffed pediatric surgeons and nonreferral
centers varied in regard to the age of patients transferred to
Kaiser Permanente Northern California referral centers for
appendectomy. All EDs were staffed by general emergency
medicine residency–trained (board-certiﬁed or boardeligible) physicians. EDs had 24-hour access to CT imaging
and variable but daily access to ultrasonography.

Selection of Participants
We included ED patients aged 5 to 20.9 years with a
chief complaint of recent-onset (  120 hours) generalized
or right-sided abdominal pain. Physicians were trained by a
local study champion to enroll eligible patients into a Webservices-based clinical decision support system from within
the ED Navigator menu of the electronic health record. This
Kaiser Permanente Northern California clinical decision
support system has been successfully used in other clinical
applications.26,27 In addition to clinical decision support
system familiarity from previous studies and ongoing
education by a study champion, we began sending electronic
text alerts to physicians’ smartphones 3 months into the
study period to notify them that a patient assigned to them
in the electronic health record might be study eligible.28
As in the derivation and validation studies, patients were
ineligible for enrollment if they had any of the following:
abdominal trauma within 7 days, current pregnancy,
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history of abdominal surgery including appendectomy,
inﬂammatory bowel disease, chronic pancreatitis, sickle cell
anemia, cystic ﬁbrosis, and other conditions that might
affect the ability to obtain an accurate history or physical
examination (for exclusionary conditions and associated
International Classiﬁcation of Diseases codes, see Table E2,
available online at http://www.annemergmed.com). In
cases of multiple enrollments caused by more than one
visit, only the ﬁrst enrollment was included. The clinical
decision support system was open to advanced practitioners
and trainees, but we limited data inclusion to those entered
by attending physicians.
Data Collection and Processing
After opening the clinical decision support system,
physicians were presented with prepopulated patientspeciﬁc eligibility criteria for editing and conﬁrmation
(screen shots of the clinical decision support system are
shown in Figure E1, available online at http://www.
annemergmed.com). If the patient met study criteria, the
physician advanced the clinical decision support system to
the data collection screen to input 7 variables from the
history and physical examination. For this analysis, pARC
scores were calculated post hoc for patients for whom a
white blood cell (WBC) count was obtained in the ED and
when pARC clinical decision support system clinical data
were otherwise complete. At this point as part of the parent
study, physicians at certain intervention sites were presented
the pARC score, and others at control sites were not.
Outcome Measures
Our primary outcome measure was the presence or
absence of acute appendicitis within 7 days of the index
visit. Acute appendicitis was identiﬁed by screening for 7
days from the index visit for an ED or hospital diagnosis of
appendicitis, current procedural terminology code for
appendectomy, or both. Our outcomes veriﬁcation process
reﬂected principles established for robustness in research
involving chart review.29 Outcome reviewers were blinded
to the pARC score and the PAS. If operative and pathology
reports were available, outcome veriﬁcation was performed
by text string search algorithms and manual chart review. If
these 2 methods were discordant or ambiguous, then a
second reviewer assessed the data. Discordant manual
assessments were adjudicated by a third reviewer. If manual
review conﬁrmed that no operative or pathology reports
were available, then the chart, imaging, and discharge
medication list were reviewed to identify the impression of
acute appendicitis with a nonoperative treatment plan. An
imaging or ED diagnosis alone of appendicitis was
insufﬁcient to determine the outcome as appendicitis.
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Our secondary outcomes were appendiceal
perforation, negative appendectomy, and missed
appendicitis within 7 days of the index visit. Appendiceal
perforation for patients undergoing appendectomy was
determined by the surgeon’s intraoperative note for key
words such as presence of abscess, peritonitis, complex
appendicitis, or purulent material. Enrolled patients who
were discharged after their index ED visit and
subsequently met our study deﬁnition of acute
appendicitis within 7 days were considered to be a missed
appendicitis case. We searched our claims database for
potential missed appendicitis-related health care visits
outside of Kaiser Permanente Northern California whose
index visit may have been within the delivery system.
Cases of missed appendicitis were adjudicated by 4 study
investigators (L.E.S., A.B.K., E.O.K., and D.W.B.).
Negative appendectomy results were deﬁned as
appendectomies in which the pathology revealed no
evidence of appendiceal inﬂammation.
We tracked appendectomy procedures and principal
diagnosis of appendicitis for patients who were eligible to
be enrolled but were not. We report the size of this cohort
and the presumed appendicitis rate.
For each patient, we calculated the pARC score and the
PAS (for pARC and PAS variables, see Table E3, available
online at http://www.annemergmed.com). The pARC
variables include sex, age, duration of pain, guarding, pain
migration, maximal tenderness in the right lower quadrant,
and absolute neutrophil count.18 When absolute
neutrophil count was unavailable (5% of cases), it was
estimated from the WBC count (see Table E4, available
online at http://www.annemergmed.com).18,28 The PAS
variables include cough, percussion, and hopping
tenderness in the right lower quadrant; anorexia; pyrexia;
nausea or emesis; tenderness over the right iliac fossa;
leukocytosis; neutrophilia; and migration of pain to the
right lower quadrant.30 The pARC differs from the PAS in
that it provides the risk of appendicitis on a continuous
scale. The pARC was developed in a sample of children
with suspected appendicitis deﬁned as undergoing
laboratory testing, diagnostic imaging, or a surgical
consultation for appendicitis in patients aged 5 to 18 years,
with a 40% rate of appendicitis.18 The pARC equation can
be found in Table E4 (available online at http://www.
annemergmed.com).
We sorted pARC scores into 1 of 7 clinically actionable
risk strata: less than 5%, 5% to 14%, 15% to 24%, 25% to
49%, 50% to 74%, 75% to 84%, and greater than or equal
to 85%. Qualitatively, we described the less than 5% group
as very low risk, 5% to 14% as low risk, 15% to 84% as
intermediate risk, and greater than or equal to 85% as high
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risk. These strata were chosen by multidisciplinary studyteam consensus as having distinct diagnostic or management
approaches.
We report discriminatory performance features
(sensitivity, speciﬁcity, positive predictive value, negative
predictive value, and positive and negative likelihood ratios)
and secondary outcomes (missed appendicitis, perforation,
and negative appendectomy) by risk strata. Overall
discriminatory performance was evaluated and compared
for the pARC and the PAS by generating the receiver
operating characteristic curve and the area under the curve
(AUC) statistic. We also report the AUC statistic range by
facility. To best represent the discriminatory performance
of the pARC, we initially excluded patients transferred
outside of Kaiser Permanente Northern California. In
sensitivity analysis, we included these transfer patients with
a presumed diagnosis of appendicitis. As part of validating
the pARC in this newly studied population, we estimated
the calibration intercept and slope. This was achieved by
regressing the logit of pARC values to the observed
appendicitis outcome with logistic regression,31 plotting
the observed and predicted appendicitis risk from pARC
and calibrating pARC according to a decile partition of the
distribution of pARC (calibration plot), and computing the
Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-ﬁt test statistic. In
addition, we estimated the latter test statistic for the
PAS.32,33 The data analysis was generated with SAS/STAT
software (version 9.4; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).
We manually reviewed all cases of all patients with a very
low pARC score (<5%) who received a diagnosis of
appendicitis. We present the collected variables for each
of these cases, as well as the pARC score and the presence of
perforation or missed appendicitis.
RESULTS
Characteristics of Study Subjects
During the 18-month study period, our study included
2,089 patients from 11 community facilities with a median
of 151 patients (interquartile range [IQR] 107 to 283
patients) per facility. Four hundred ﬁfteen providers
enrolled patients, with a median of 4 enrollees per provider
(IQR 2 to 7 enrollees). The median patient age was 12
years (IQR 9 to 16 years). Clinical characteristics and study
ﬂow are provided in Table 1 and Figure 1, respectively. Of
enrollees, 46% were male patients and 56% presented with
less than 24 hours of pain. The most commonly reported
symptoms were nausea or vomiting (69%). The median
WBC count was 9.9x103/mL (IQR 7.5x103/mL to
13.5x103/mL). Appendicitis was conﬁrmed in 353
cases (16.9%).
4 Annals of Emergency Medicine

Table 1. Study population characteristics.
Characteristic

Cohort, No. (%), N[2,089

Median age (IQR), y

12 (9–16)

Age, No. (%), y
Male patients

963 (46)

5–7.9

221 (11)

8–13.9

446 (21)

14–20.9

296 (14)

Female patients

1,026 (54)

5–7.9

173 (8)

8–11.9

300 (14)

12–20.9

653 (31)

Reported clinical presentation, No. (%)
Duration of abdominal pain, h
<24

1,179 (56)

24–47

307 (15)

48–120

603 (29)

Nausea or vomiting

1,436 (69)

Pain with walking or hopping

1,004 (48)

Migration of pain to RLQ

660 (32)

Findings on examination, No. (%)
Maximal tenderness in RLQ

1,009 (48)

Abdominal guarding

524 (25)

Median laboratory results (IQR)
WBC, 103/mL

9.9 (7.5–13.5)

ANC, 103/mL

6.8 (4.43–10.53)

Appendicitis conﬁrmed, No. (%)

353 (17)

RLQ, Right lower quadrant; ANC, absolute neutrophil count.

Performance characteristics for the pARC are shown in
Table 2 and Table E5 (available online at http://www.
annemergmed.com). Fifty-four percent of patients had a
low- or very-low-risk score and 4% had a high-risk score.
The observed rate of appendicitis was 1.4% and 3.0%
within the very-low- and low-risk strata, respectively, and
84.8% in the high-risk strata. The 2 lowest pARC strata
had very high sensitivity, 100.0% and 97.5% for pARC
score less than 5% and 5% to 14%, respectively. The 2
highest pARC strata had very high speciﬁcity, 97.8% and
99.3% for pARC score 65% to 84% and greater than or
equal to 85%, respectively.
The overall pARC discriminatory performance was high,
with an AUC of 0.89 (95% conﬁdence interval [CI] 0.87
to 0.92), which was better than the PAS AUC of 0.80
(95% CI 0.77 to 0.82). Compared with the PAS at any
speciﬁcity, pARC sensitivity was higher (Figure 2). We also
calculated discriminatory performance for both scores,
treating all patients transferred out of system (20 patients)
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Figure 1. Flow diagram. RISTRA, Risk stratiﬁcation tool.
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Table 2. pARC performance and safety outcomes by predicted probability of appendicitis.

pARC Score,* %

Appendicitis
Prevalence, %
(95% CI)

Number of
Enrollees Appendicitis
(% of Total)
Cases

Sensitivity,† %
(95% CI)

Speciﬁcity,†
% (95% CI)

100.0

0

Missed
Negative
Appendicitis,‡ Perforation, Appendectomy,
No. (%)
No. (%)
No. (%)

<5

Very low

661 (32)

9

1.4 (0.5–2.3)

2 (0.3)

0

5–14

Low

462 (22)

14

3.0 (1.4–4.6)

97.5 (95.9–99.1) 37.6 (35.3–39.9)

0

0

4 (22.2)

15–24 Intermediate

247 (12)

19

7.7 (4.4–11.0)

93.5 (90.9–96.1) 63.4 (61.1–65.7)

1 (0.4)

1 (5.3)

3 (13.6)

25–49
50–74
75–84

335 (16)
230 (11)
75 (4)

80
115
49

23.9 (19.3–28.5) 88.1 (84.7–91.5) 76.5 (74.5–78.5)
50.0 (43.5–56.5) 65.4 (60.4–70.4) 91.2 (89.9–92.5)
65.3 (54.5–76.1) 32.9 (28.0–37.8) 97.8 (97.1–98.5)

2 (0.6)
4 (1.7)
0

10 (12.5)
23 (20.0)
9 (18.4)

8 (9.1)
3 (2.5)
0

79 (4)

67

84.8 (76.8–92.8) 19.0 (14.9–23.1) 99.3 (98.9–99.7)

1 (1.3)

12 (17.9)

1 (1.5)

2,089

353

10

55

23

85

High

Total

4 (30.8)

*Predicted probability of appendicitis.
†
The test result was positive if the score was greater than or equal to certain cut points (0, 5, 15, 25, 50, 75, and 85).
‡
Missed appendicitis percentage as missed appendicitis cases per total number of patients in that risk strata.

as presumed appendicitis cases instead of excluding them.
No change in discriminatory performance was noted.
Across facilities, the pARC AUC ranged from 0.85 to 0.94.
The pARC demonstrated adequate calibration, as shown in
Figure 3. Calibration intercept was –0.615, slope was 1.10,
and Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-ﬁt test result was
11.81 (8 df; P¼.16). The PAS Hosmer-Lemeshow
goodness-of-ﬁt test result was 2.4 (5 df; P¼.78).
The negative appendectomy rate was 6.5%. It was
highest for the very low and low pARC scores (30.8% and
22.2%, respectively) and 0.9% in the 2 highest-risk strata
combined (Table 2). The overall perforation rate was
15.6% and there were no perforations in the 2 lowest-risk
strata. There were 9 cases of missed appendicitis, 2 of
which were in the very-low-risk pARC strata.

During our study period, there were 14,589 patients
aged 5 to 20.9 years with a chief complaint of abdominal
pain who received care in our 11 participating EDs but
were not enrolled in our study. Of these patients, 126
(0.86%) had appendicitis. Demographic data comparing
the enrolled and nonenrolled cohorts are available in
Table E6 (available online at http://www.annemergmed.
com).
Nine patients (1.4%) with pARC scores less than 5%
had appendicitis (Table 3). Six were female patients, and 6
patients reported less than 24 hours of abdominal pain at
presentation. Several patients had postenrollment

1

Sensivity

0.75

0.5
pARC
PAS

0.25

0
0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

1- Speciﬁcity
Figure 2. Receiver operator curve for pARC and PAS. pARC
AUC¼0.89 (95% CI 0.87 to 0.92); PAS AUC¼0.80 (95% CI 0.77
to 0.82).
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Figure 3. Calibration plot for pARC. Blue plot is pARC. Orange
plot is pARC after calibration. Calibration intercept was –0.615,
slope was 1.10, and Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-ﬁt test
result was 11.81 (8 df; P¼.16).
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Table 3. Characteristics of 9 patients with very low pARC scores who received a diagnosis of appendicitis.

Case No.

Age,
Years

Sex

Duration
of Pain, Hours

Walking

Migration

Maximal
Tenderness
in the RLQ

Guarding

WBC Count
(ANC)

Perforation

Missed
Appendicitis

pARC
Score,* %

1

13

F

<24

No

Yes

Yes

No

7.1 (3.4)

No

Yes

2.1

2

19

M

<24

Yes

No

No

No

5.0 (3.0)

No

No

3.6

3

16

F

48–120

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

5.6 (2.1)

No

No

3.4

4

7

M

48–120

No

No

No

No

6.5 (5.7)

No

No

2.3

5

17

F

<24

No

Yes

No

No

6.9 (3.9)

No

No

0.9

6

19

F

<24

Yes

No

No

No

8.8 (6.3)

No

No

4.0

7

12

M

<24

No

No

No

No

7.0 (4.3)

No

Yes

2.2

8

20

F

48–120

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

7.1 (3.3)

No

No

4.3

9

8

F

<24

No

No

No

No

9.4 (7.2)

No

No

3.7

F, Female; M, male.
*Predicted probability of appendicitis.

documentation that suggested a progressing examination,
but only one had clear documentation that would have
moved the patient to an intermediate-risk pARC score, if
recalculated. All 9 patients had a normal WBC count
(3.7 to 11.1103/mL) and absolute neutrophil count
(1.8 to 7.9103/mL) for our system reference. Two of these
cases were missed appendicitis; both patients had less
than 24 hours of symptoms. There were no cases of
appendiceal perforation among patients with a very low
pARC score.
LIMITATIONS
There are several limitations speciﬁc to our study.
Although we have established that the pARC is accurate and
safe for sorting patients into risk strata for appendicitis, we
have not yet shown that it can be used to improve clinical
care, such as decreasing the rate of CT scans. Work to
demonstrate improved imaging use is ongoing by our study
team. Additionally, in contrast to previously studied
integer-tally risk scores such as the PAS, the pARC requires
the use of a calculator. Although these calculations could
be achieved by integration with the electronic health
record or Web-based tools, it may prove a barrier in some
clinical environments.34 If implementation hurdles can
be overcome, there is evidence of substantial beneﬁt
supporting the efﬁcacy of a clinical decision support
system.27,35-38
Although the size of our cohort and the setting from which
it was derived represent a substantial sample, our results may
not be applicable to unique practice environments. As in the
original pARC validation study, we did not include patients
younger than 5 years because of the inconsistent and protean
manifestations of appendicitis in the very young.18,39,40
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Despite these limitations, our pARC validation would
apply to the majority of pediatric patients in the United
States who present to the ED with possible appendicitis.23
DISCUSSION
In this study of the pARC performance within an
integrated community-based health care system, pARC was
validated as a reliable tool for classifying patients with
suspected appendicitis into clinically relevant risk strata.
The risk score did so while outperforming the PAS in terms
of discrimination and overall model performance. This
validation study may provide clinicians working in
community EDs serving a general population with
conﬁdence that the pARC can be used to reliably estimate
appendicitis risk.
Multiple clinical decision tools to aid in the diagnosis of
pediatric appendicitis have been described.41,42 They vary
widely in their congruence to published criteria for rigor in
clinical decision rules.22,43 Two of the more well-studied
scores include the PAS and Alvarado scores.8,44-49
Investigations of these tools have shown methodological or
performance features that limit clinical application.20,50-52
Speciﬁcally, these tools generally place the majority of
patients into intermediate-risk categories that indicate
imaging use; this is in contrast to the pARC, in which the
majority of patients are sorted into low- and high-risk
categories that could help mitigate imaging use. In addition,
these decisions tools have rarely been studied in the setting in
which the majority of children present: community EDs.21
Another common shortcoming of clinical decision tools
is capturing only a subset of the intended study population.
This is frequently observed in studies of pediatric
appendicitis that enroll patients already admitted to the
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hospital or after appendectomy has already been decided
on, far past a point at which diagnostic decisions have been
made by the initial provider.49 Such selection biases may
miss true appendicitis cases, affect the performance
characteristics of the tool, limit its generalizability, and
likely contribute meaningfully to the heterogeneity of
reported rates of appendicitis.53 Previous work has
demonstrated that our triage identiﬁcation of patients by a
chief complaint of abdominal pain has a sensitivity of 97%
for pediatric appendicitis cases presenting to the ED.54
Many of our study-eligible patients were not enrolled in the
clinical decision support system by the physician, possibly
because of low suspicion for appendicitis, given that this
eligible but nonenrolled cohort had a very low appendicitis
rate of 0.86%. Because our triage identiﬁcation was highly
sensitive and our missed eligible appendicitis rate was very
low, we believe we captured the majority of appendicitis
cases presenting to the ED during the study period.
Our study adds to the existing literature on this topic in
several ways. First, we studied a diverse group of pediatric
patients, representative of the spectrum of pediatric patients
presenting for acute care in the United States. Second, the
discriminatory performance of the pARC was found to be
higher than that of the previously studied PAS. Third, we
described how the pARC provided more clinically
actionable information than the PAS by stratifying the
majority of patients into low- or high-risk strata. Fourth,
the pARC provided these performance characteristics while
maintaining patient safety, demonstrated by a negative
appendectomy rate of 6.5% and perforation rate of 15.6%,
which are comparable to those in published reviews of
pediatric populations.5,12,55,56
There are exciting opportunities for further work to
improve the pARC. One is to leverage the pARC’s
dependence on an electronic calculator to allow dynamic
calibration of the score according to the appendicitis
prevalence or practice setting in which a patient is being
assessed for appendicitis. For example, when initiating the
calculator, a user might select an academic children’s
hospital setting (as in the original validation study) or
community setting (as in this study) to set the calibration.31
Such dynamic calibration is not necessary for utility
because we have shown the pARC’s clinically useful
performance without it, but it may offer a path to further
improve the tool’s risk assessment. Other avenues may
include risk stratifying patients for antibiotic-only
treatment of appendicitis or studying pARC performance
in non-ED settings such as urgent care.57
In this external validation study of more than 2,000
pediatric patients presenting for care in 11 community
EDs, we have shown that the pARC safely and accurately
8 Annals of Emergency Medicine

assesses appendicitis risk for children aged 5 years and older
who may have appendicitis. Further study is needed to
understand the effect of pARC on the clinical care of
patients with suspected appendicitis.
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